How to participate in the Winter Carnival at Lynden Sculpture Garden?

DONATE FABRIC
Donate your un-used fabric To Lynden Sculpture Garden
2145 W Brown Deer Rd Milwaukee, WI 53217

Types of fabric: Cotton, stiff fabrics, non-stretchy, colorful, patterns, bigger than a yard if possible!

SEWING DAY

SUBTRACTIVE: Help cut pieces from the donated fabric to sew into a collaborative fiber work.

ADDITIVE: Help SEW the pieces into starbursts that will be featured as part of the Chromatic Hi-Five! piece presented at the 3rd Annual Winter Carnival at Lynden Sculpture Garden

SEWING DAY: Lynden Sculpture Garden
Friday, February 8th, 12 pm – 5 pm

FIND YOUR SLICE
At the Winter Carnival - February 9, 2013 - 10:00am - 4:00pm

PARTICIPATE!
Join artist Amanda Browder in helping make an Op-Art Starburst based fabric sculpture that will cover a Cube truck as part of the 3rd Annual Winter Carnival at Lynden Sculpture Garden
www.amandabrowder.com
www.lyndensculpturegarden.org